Data Science and Machine Learning: Making Data-Driven Decisions

Learn to make data-driven business decisions from MIT Faculty and get mentored by industry experts.

12 Weeks | Learn from MIT Faculty | Mentorship by Industry Experts

Download Brochure

Application Closes: 8th Jan 2023

Program Delivered by:  In Collaboration with:

MIT Massachusetts Institute of Technology
IDSS
Great Learning

What you’ll learn

- Python
- Machine Learning
- Deep Learning
- Neural Networks
- Predictive Analytics
- Recommendation Systems

Data Science and Machine Learning Program for Professionals

Learn from renowned MIT Faculty
Get on-demand content from world-renowned MIT faculty.

Personalized Mentorship and Support
Weekly online mentorship from data science experts.

Build your Data Science and Machine Learning Portfolio
Work on 20+ industry-relevant hands-on projects.

Learn From the Best
Learn from world-renowned MIT faculty in the field of Data Science & Machine Learning.
Learn Data Science & Machine Learning from world-renowned MIT faculty

Program Delivered by: In Collaboration with:

Learn Data Science & Machine Learning from world-renowned MIT faculty

This program is delivered in collaboration with Great Learning. Great Learning is a professional learning company with a global footprint in 170+ countries. Its mission is to make professionals around the globe proficient and future-ready. Great Learning collaborates with MIT IDSS and provides industry experts, student counsellors, course support and guidance to ensure students get hands-on training and live personalized mentorship on the application of concepts taught by the MIT IDSS faculty.

Uncover data’s true value with Data Science and Machine Learning Program.

Get Started

Learn Data Science & Machine Learning from world-renowned MIT faculty

Download Brochure
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